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Quantum-Resistant Cryptocurrency Vault
for National & Enterprise

Secure Simple Supreme

Keyless SecurityKeyless Security
Secured by Multi-Party Computation, 
PQC & AES
Fragmented initialization keys
Zero hack risk

Quantum-Resistant EncryptionQuantum-Resistant Encryption
Protected by Anti-quantum algorithms
Patented technology for Instant 
Key Synthesis
Resilient against quantum-attack

Multi-Level Threshold 
Management
Multi-Level Threshold 
Management

Multi-signature / m-of-n transaction 
approval
Define specific vault roles 
FIDO2 & Biometric Authentication,
Zero-Knowledge Security

Trusted by Law Enforcement 
Agencies and enterprises
Trusted by Law Enforcement 
Agencies and enterprises

Chosen by law enforcement agencies
Safeguard law enforcement's seized 
cryptocurrency
Top choice for businesses & entreprises



Introducing Our Exclusive Patented Technology

Exclusively Built For

Our Solutions

Main Challenges

E-mail : service@chainsecurity.asia

Tailored for securing seized 
virtual assets from illicit 
transactions and transferring 
safely to national vaults.

Law Enforcement 
Agencies Equip government entities with 

a supreme layer of protection 
and control to secure virtual 
asset according to global 
standard.

Government Agencies
M-Key Safe Vault enables 
entreprises to hold the reins of 
your own keys, ensuring you 
maintain autonomy and 
security.

Enterprises

A cryptocurrency safe vault, designed to protect against quantum attack, ensuring 
long-term security with multi-level threshold management tailored for government 

agencies, law enforcement and entreprises. 

Our patented Key Synthesis technology customizes fragments to generate wallet addresses/ public address. 
With this technology, no traditional private key is ever produced, leaving potential attackers with no singular key 

to exploit and no direct entryway to breach.

M-Key, your key to a fortified tomorrow.

Entrusted by law enforcement agencies, recognized for its impeccable 
security, and designed for simplicity

Secure Simple Supreme

The single-private-key 
structure exposes 
cryptocurrencies to 
increased risks, including 
theft, loss, and 
unauthorized access.

Single-Private-Key 
Vulnerability1

Depositing 
cryptocurrencies on 
exchanges compromises 
control over one's assets 
by giving access of private 
key. 

Exchange Security 
Concerns2

Numerous security 
solutions in the market are 
complex and non-intuitive, 
making it challenging for 
organizations to adopt.

Complex User 
Experience3


